A language for processes is defined in which there are two methods of synchronising subprocesses called loose synchronisation and tight synchronisation. A notion of experimenting on processes is introduced which leads to definitions of when a process may pass an experiment and when it must pass an experiment. By connecting the experimenter to the process using the tight synchronisation then three preorders on processes called the synchronous preorders are defined. By using the loose synchronisation primitive, the asynchronous preorders are defined. For each of these preorders it is proved that there exists a fully abstract model in the sense of Scott, These models are defined using sets of equations and lead automatically to complete proof systems. Moreover the proof of full abstractness uses an alternative characterisation of these preorders which gives an intuitive understanding for the denotations in the model.
INTRODUCTION
The behaviour of a machine or process depends on how you interact with it. Different people can have different views on how a machine works or even what a machine does. This often arises because they have different experiences of the machine. For example interactive users of a computer installation have a completely different view of the installation than batch users. Some machines are built with certain kinds of languages in mind. So a user who restricts himself to those languages will have a higher opinion of the performance of the machine than someone who insists on using a nonstandard language.
One's view of a machine depends on one's experience of it; and experience is gained by using it or interacting with it. One can think of a user as performing experiments on the machine and his view is determined by the results of those experiments. There will always be a limit to the kinds of experiments which one can carry out on a machine. For example if the machine is never taken out of its box then a very limited kind of experiment can be performed. If one only has access to a PASCAL compiler then no experiment on how the machine executes ALGOL programs can be performed. Batch users cannot perform interactive experiments. In general the type of experiments a user can perform does not depend on the machine itself but on the type of interface between the user and the machine. In a large system one can view the interaction of subsystems as certain subsystems performing experiments on others. If these subsystems have a clock in common then timed experiments can be performed. If on the other hand the subsystems are self-timed then such experiments are meaningless. However it is possible to have mixed systems where certain parts have a common clock and other sections are time independent. So the experiments that can be performed on a subsystem depends not on the nature of that particular subsystem but on where within the system the experimenter lies. We will use this approach to develop a theory of synchronous and asynchronous behaviour of processes. We will define a synchronous interconnection between processes and experimenters through which the experimenter will be able to obtain an idea of the "time" it takes a process to perform an experiment. We will also define an asynchronous interconnection through which the experimenter will lose the ability to "time" the performance of a process. These two different types of connection will lead to different views of the behaviour of the same set of processes. This is in contrast to (Milner, 1983) , where "synchronous" and "asynchronous" are deemed to be properties which processes may or may not have. We now examine more closely the nature of experiments that can be performed on machines or processes. Perhaps the simplest kind is to ask the machine to perform some task (by giving it a program to execute) and wait for it to finish. It is in the nature of computational processes that such experiments may never terminate. So failure of an experiment is not in general effectively detectable. They correspond to semi-decision procedures which, at best, may give an answer saying that the experiment was a success. An experimenter who merely asks the process to perform a certain task plays a passive role in the experiment. One can imagine more active participation: the experiment proceeds by a sequence of interactions between the process and the experimenter until the latter decides that the experiment is a success. As a simple example consider a machine which at any point in time can input a number or output a number. The number outputted should always be the largest of the set of numbers read in and not yet outputted, or 0 if this set is empty. An experiment on this machine would consist of a sequence of commands such as INPUT 2, INPUT 4, INPUT 3, OUTPUT 4?, INPUT 1, OUTPUT 3? It would be a successful experiment if the experimenter gives as input the sequence 2, 4, 3, then asks for output and the machine outputs 4, then gives 1 as input, then asks for output and the machine outputs 3. Such an experiment demands continual interaction between the experimenter and the machine and between any two interactions the experiment could break down because the machine fails to respond. It is important to realise however that the experiment is not deemed to be a success because the machine reaches a particular configuration; it is a success because the interaction between the machine and the experimenter induces the experimenter into a particular configuration. Continuing the example above, the experiment is a success because the machine finally outputs a number to the experimenter, he sees that it is the expected number 3 and is happy. In general terms we can say that the experimenter knows nothing about the internal mechanisms of the machine and can only find out its behaviour by interacting with it by means of experiments.
Summing up the discussion so far we can consider predefined sets of processes and experimenters, 3, go, respectively. These can be interconnected in various ways and we use the symbol II to denote an arbitrary interconnection. An experiment is a sequence of interactions between an experimenter and a process. This can be represented by a sequence of the form e IIP -~ e, II Pl --+ e2 II p2 ~'",
with e n, Pn representing the state of the experimenter and process, respectively, after the nth interaction. The relation ~ is a binary relation over pairs of experimenters and processes. Its exact definition will depend on the nature of the processes and the interconnection I[. A computation is then a sequence of objects of the form e IIp such as (1) with the property that if it is finite with terminal element e k II Pk then there does not exist a pair e', p' such that ek t1Pk -~ e' 11 p'. So intuitively we assume that computations continue as long as possible and only halt when there is nothing further to do. We will be somewhat liberal in our interpretation of computations since in general it will depend on the nature of II. For example one II we use allows the experimenter and process to act independently of each other so that e k II Pk in the computation (1) may not represent the state of e 11 p after exactly the kth interaction between them. The success of an experiment depends on the experimenter reaching a particular configuration. In our applicative view of the world we equate the idea of an experimenter with a configuration of an experimenter. If an experimenter changes his configuration because of an interaction with a process it becomes a new experimenter. So we can suppose that there exists of a subset of go, called Success, which represent successful (configurations of) experimenters. Now the computation (1) above is called successful if it contains an element of the form e, [1 pn, where e~ ~ Success.
The complete behaviour of a process cannot always be determined by a finite set of experiments. For example, consider a program which tests numbers for primality. For every number n there is the natural test--"is n prime?" However, to ensure that the program is actually correct we would have to apply an infinite number of tests---one for each n. We need a theory of experimentation which examines the result of applying an arbitrary set of experiments to a process. By applying this theory we will be able to make statements about experiments on processes without actually applying the experiments. For the moment we limit ourselves to particular kinds of statements of the form: if the application of an experiment to process p is successful then the application of the same experiment to process q is also successful.
In general processes exhibit nondeterministic behaviour. For example, the next action of a buffer depends on whether you want to write into it or whether you want to read from it. If a user requests of a data-base the name of a person with certain characteristics then the actual name furnished will depend on many imponderables beyond the knowledge of the user. In our framework this means that the application of an experiment to a process can give rise to various differing computations. Formally this will be reflected in the fact that -~ is a relation rather than a function. We define Comp(e, p), the set of computations which may result from the application of the experiment e to the process p, as the set of computations whose initial element is e IIP. We can now be more precise about what it means for the application of an experiment to a process to be successful. Two notions suggest themselves: The first notion, p may e, says that an experimenter will be satisfied if it is possible to apply the experiment to obtain a successful computation. The latter says that an experimenter will be satisfied only if we obtain a successful computation every time we apply the experiment. They lead to three natural relations on processes: p ~n q if for every experiment e, p may e implies q may e P ~s q if for every experiment e, p must e implies q must e P ~M q if p ~H q and p ~U s q.
In (De Nicola & Hennessy, 1982) we have shown how ~n arises in a natural way from the Hoare powerdomain of the two point lattice and intuitively one can see a connection between ~n and partial correctness. The relation ~s is also related to total correctness and in (De Nicola & Hennessy, 1982) we show how it arises from the Smyth powerdomain of the two point lattice. Their conjunction, ~EM then naturally arises from the Egli-Milner powerdomain. See (Smyth, 1978) for a discussion of powerdomains. In the remainder of the paper we study the relations ~n, ~s, ~eM in a particular setting. We define a language for processes, based on SCCS (Milner, 1980a) and submit it to the above analysis. In this language "partial-objects" arise very naturally. For example, we will use the symbol to denote the totally undefined process. The presence of these partial-objects will require us to change very slightly the definition of p must e. However, the new definition is an extension of that given above in the sense that it coincides with it when all objects in the computations are fully defined. We also use the same language to describe experimenters. Two interconnections between experimenters and processes are used: the operator × from SCCS, (Milner, 1983) , which gives a synchronous view of the processes, and a modification of the operator I from CCS (Milner, 1980a) , which gives an asynchronous view. This gives rise to six different relations over processes. For each of these relations we give a fully abstract denotational model, i.e., we interpret processes in a complete-partial order (cpo) in such a way that two processes are related in the model if and only if they are contained in the corresponding relation. These models are initial in the category of cpo's which satisfy certain sets of equations. The different models are obtained by varying the sets of equations. The basic set of equations characterize the synchronous version of~e M. The synchronous versions of ~s, ~n are obtained by adding on a single intuitive axiom. The asynchronous relations are obtained by adding the same set of extra axioms to the set which characterises the corresponding synchronous relation.
Finally these models give a complete proof system for the corresponding relations. This topic has been studied at length in (De Nicola & Hennessy, 1982) and we merely give an outline at the end of Subsection 3.2.
The various sets of axioms are studied in Subsections 4.34.5. However, the relations ~n, ~s, ~e~t, although intuitively appealing, are very difficult to relate directly to the axioms; their definition involves quantification over all possible tests. So in Subsections 4.1, 4.2, we give an alternative characterisation of the testing preorders. This involves a semantic analysis of the power of experiments to discover the structure of the processes being tested. The characterisations are independent of experiments and are formulated in terms of the individual behaviour of processes. They show that some of our preorders are closely related to the theory of nondeterminism put forth in (Hoareetal., 1981; Kennaway & Hoare, 1980) . 1. THE LANGUAGE 1.1. The language presented here is an extension of that in (Hennessy, 1981; Milner, 1980b; Milner, 1983) . It consists of a set of operators for constructing new terms from terms which are already defined. We first give an informal description of each of the operators.
(1) Inaction. © is a term. The symbol O represents the totally useless process which can never perform any action.
(2) Action. Let A be a set of predefined unary operators. We use a as a variable to range over A and we usually refer to the elements of A as actions. If t is a term then at is a term which represents the process which can perform the action a and then act as the process represented by t.
(3) Choice. If t, u are terms, t + u is a term. The process represented by t + u can act either as the process represented by t or the process represented by u. The choice depends at least to a certain extent on the environment in which t + u finds itself.
(4) Indeterminacy. If t, u are terms then t ® u is a term. This term t • u represents either the process represented by the term t or the process represented by the term u. The difference between t + u and t ® u is rather subtle. However, the former represents a process which is altogether different from both the processes represented by t and u, whereas the latter represents precisely one or the other. It is just that we do not know which.
(5) Tight Synchronisation. If t, u are terms then t X u is a term. This represents a process which consists of two subprocesses, represented by t and u, tightly connected. The composite process t X u can only perform an action when both the subprocesses simultaneously perform an action. If they perform the actions a, b the composite process performs the composite action which we call a • b. So if a,b~A then we also have a new action a.b in A. The dot • represents a binary function over A and it will be convenient to assume that it enjoys certain properties. So in the sequel we assume that there is a distinguished element 1 ~A and (A,., I) is a commutative group. We usually represent the inverse of a by d. We can say that t and u synchronise in t X u whenever t performs an action a and u performs the inverse action d. Then the composite action performed by t X u is 1.
(6) Loose Synchronisation. If t, u are terms then t I u is a term. This represents a composite process consisting of two subprocesses, those represented by t, u loosely connected. The composite process performs an action when either subprocess performs an action, while its partner remains idle, or when both subprocesses simultaneously perform an action. So the subprocesses do not have to work hand in hand. For example, t I© will perform precisely the actions of t whereas t × © is deadlocked.
(7) Restriction. Let Res be the set of subsets of A which contain 1.
We use E to range over Res. If t is a term then t [" E is also a term. The process represented by t ~" E is obtained from that represented by t by limiting actions to the set E.
(8) Renaming. Let Ren be the set of group endomorphisms over A.
We use S to range over Ren. If t is a term then t [S] is also a term. It denotes the process whose actions are renamings via S of the actions of the process denoted by t.
(9) Recursion. We also allow in the language some facility for recursive definitions.
(10) Undefined. Finally we have a symbol in the language f2 which represents the totally undefined process. It is quite different from © since we know everything about this latter process (we know it does nothing) whereas we know nothing about ~.
We now formally define the syntax of the language. Let (A,., I} be a commutative group of actions, ranged over by a. Let Res be the set of subsets of A which contain 1, ranged over by E. Let Ren be the set of group endomorphisms over A, ranged over by S. Finally let X be a set of variables, ranged over by x. The set of operators of arity n, Z '", is defined by We have the usual notions connected with this syntax. The operation rec x.-binds occurrences of x in the subterm t of rec x.t. This gives rise to free and bound variables in a term. If a term contains no free occurrence of a variable then it is closed. CREC~ is used to denote the set of closed terms and FRECz is used to denote the set of finite terms, i.e., terms which contain no occurrence of any subterm of the form recx.t. A substitution is a mapping from X to REC~. We use p to range over substitutions; p is a closed substitution if p(x) is closed for every x in X. We let tp denote the result of substituting p(x) for every free occurrence of x in t.
The usual conventions about CCS terms apply. The precedence of the operators is given by rE< [S]>a>I>x>®>+.
Occurrences of © will usually be omitted from terms. The absence of brackets will be justified by axioms to be introduced. Finally we will let ~ {til i C I} denote ti,@ ... @ ti°, where I= {il .... , in} is nonempty.
1.2. In this subsection we define the denotational semantics of our language. It is completely standard and follows the approach in (Goguenetal., 1977; Guessarian, 1981; Stoy, 1977; Coucelle & Nivat, 1976; Gordon, 1979) .
Let (I, <~) be any S-cpo (continuous partial order). When the partial ordering <t is understood from the context we will simply use I to denote this X-cpo. The set of /-environments ENVz is defined to be the set of mappings from X to I. We let e range over ENVt for any I, since it will be usually clear from the context the exact I in question. If g E I then e [g/x] is the environment which coincides with e except at x where it is g. Let L~: REC z -~ (ENV I ~ I) be defined as follows:
(ii) ~(op(t))(e) = opi(4(tO(e),...,~/4(tk(e))), Y2g.,4(t) (e[g/x] ), where Y represents the least fix point operator.
So for every Z-cpo I we obtain a denotational semantics ~g,~. I will usually be referred to as the model of the denotational semantics 4. Some of these will be more useful than others. For example, if I is the trivial Z-cpo consisting of only one point then the resulting semantic function ~ is not very illuminating since it identifies all terms. At the other extreme we could take I to be the initial element in the category of 2Lcpos (called CT z in Goguenetal., 1977) . The associated semantic function is equally useless since it identifies no terms. It is natural to expect that some terms in the language denote the same process. Some rather obvious examples are t × u, u × t and t + u, u + t. Since CT~ distinguishes between these terms it must be rejected as a "reasonable" denotational model.
In general, the acceptability of a model depends on which terms it distinguishes. Before we can evaluate any particular model we must be reasonably clear about which terms should be distinguished and which should be equated. This of course depends on one's point of view. Two terms should be distinguished in the model only if they exhibit different "behaviour." Unfortunately there is no generally accepted notion of what constitutes the "behaviour" of a process. In the next section we propose a general viewpoint which yields different but related notions of "behaviour" and moreover different ways of comparing "behaviours." It is merely a formalisation of the discussion in the introduction. Later on in the paper we show that there exist denotational models which properly reflect each of the possible choices.
COMPUTATIONAL SYSTEMS
2.1. The behaviour of a process depends on who is using it and how he is allowed to interact with it. In this section we give a formal setting, based on the discussion in the introduction, within which we can define two processes to be equivalent (i.e., have the same behaviour) with respect to a set of experiments if no experiment from this set can ever distinguish between them. This approach has already been used in (De Nicola & Hennessy, 1982) . In later sections we will see how our language may be viewed, in various ways, as a particular instance of this general setting. DEFINITION 2.1.1. A computational system CS is Success,-% 1") where
9 is a set of processes, ranged over by p; g is a set of experiments, ranged over by e;
Success is a subset of ~e; -* is a binary relation in (W × 3) X (W X 3); is a unary predicate (the divergence predicate) on ~e X 3.
A computation from (e, p) is a finite or infinite sequence of pairs (e,, p~), where (i) (e0, P0) is (e, p), (ii) (e,, p,) ~ (en+ 1, P,+ 1), whenever the latter is defined, (/ii) if it is finite with final element (e k, Pk) then there does not exist a • pair (e', p') such that (ek, p/~) --+ (e', p').
A computation is successful if it contains an element of the form (e', p') for some e'~ Success. Let Comp(e,p) be the set of computations from (e, p). 
is a (finite or infinite) computation in Comp(e, p) such that (e,, Pn)T then there exists k ~< n such that e k ~ Success.
These definitions have been sufficiently motivated in the introduction. The only exception is the use of the divergence predicate T. We use this to distinguish partially defined objects from totally defined ones. We use it in the definition of must to ensure that every computation from (e, p) to a successful state involves processes which are totally defined, except for the successful state. It follows that ifp must e and (e, p)T then e C Success. DEFINITION 2.1.3. In a given CS, with g"_~ ~ let (i) P~3 qifVeEg';pmayeimpliesqmaye.
(ii) P~ ~2'q ifVe ~ g';p must e implies q must e.
If g' coincides with g' then we merely write ~;. These relations are easily seen to be reflexive and transitive. We will use ~i ~'' to denote the related equivalences. The relations ~i, i= 1, 2, 3, correspond to the relations ~M, KS, ~/, respectively, of the Introduction. We introduce the more systematic subscripts merely for convenience.
In the next section we give two different views of our language as a computational system. The first corresponds to allowing synchronous experiments, the second, asynchronous experiments.
2.2. In Subsection 1.1 we gave an informal description of the intended meaning of each of the operators in the language. These can be made quite precise by defining an operational semantics. We do this by defining a relation A between closed terms for each action a. Intuitively p A q means that p may perform the action a to become q.
The definition of the relations ~ are syntax-directed, as advocated in (Plotkin, 1981) , in that each operator of the language has a rule (or a connected set of rules) for inferring when the relation applies to a term formed with this operator. The actual rules are very similar to those in (Hennessy & Milner, 1980; Milner, 1980a; Milner, 1983) but the new operator @ must be accommodated. The difference between + and @ is subtle. For example, we would like the relations & to be such that a(bO + cO) ~ , x if and only ifx is b© + cO but a(b@ ® cO) a ~ Y if and only ify is either b© or c©. We achieve this by introducing the notion of a deterministic state of a term.
For example b @ c is a process which is either in the deterministic state b or c. DEFINITION 2.2.1. For any term t let ds(t) be the set of terms defined by induction on t as follows:
(i) as(t ® u) = as(t) u as(u);
So, for example, ds(b© + c©) = {b© + c©}, whereas ds(b© ® c@) = {b©, cO}. Note however that ds(a(b@ ® cO)) = {a(b© ® c©)}, i.e., ds only looks at the topmost level of a process. Note also that ds(t) is finite for every t.
The relations A are now defined so that whenever p&q, q is a deterministic state, i.e., ds(q)= {q}. So a computation evolves by a process changing, under the stimulus of actions, from deterministic state to deterministic state.
DEFINITION 2.2.2. Let ~ be the least relation contained in CRECz X CRECz such that
If we apply these rules to the terms a(b + e), a(b @ e) discussed above, then we will see that they have the desired properties. Notice that @ and 12 can perform no actions; so that if the operational semantics were based only on the relations & they would be identified. However, intuitively they represent quite different objects. The term @ represents the fully specified process which cannot perform any action whatsoever. The term £2, on the other hand, represents a totally unknown process; it is completely unspecified. They are distinguished by a "convergence" predicate L;P,[ may be read as "the set of immediate possible actions of p is fully determined." means that there is an unguarded occurrence of X? or unguarded recursion, where by unguarded we mean not within a subterm of the form a • (-). The motivation for the use of ~ has been given in (Hennessy & Plotkin, 1980; Hennessy, 1981; De Nicola & Hennessy, 1982) . The operational significance of ~ is given in the following proposition. Let D(p)= {p',p& p' for some aEA}.
Proof By induction on the proof of why p~. II
The theory we develop treats as imperfect all those terms p such that p~. This proposition therefore implies that our language is only suitable for describing processes which exhibit bounded nondeterminism. This is emphasized in the next proposition.
The relations ~ can arbitrary s C A *: Proof By induction on s, using Proposition 2.2.4. II We will also use a more comprehensive convergence predicate which is more suitable when 1-actions are considered as representing the passage of time and semantically we wish to abstract away from the presence of time. DEFINITION 2.2.7. Let ~) be the least predicate on closed terms which satisfies p~,, (p 1, p, implies p'~) implies p~).
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Ifpl) thenp ~ I k for any k/> 0, i.e., all terms which can be derived fromp using sequences of 1-actions are guarded. Moreover if pl} then p cannot perform any infinite sequence of 1-actions. If we use ~ to denote the complement of ~) then (abp I dO)(?, (recx.ax I recx.dx)(?. Propositions similar in spirit to Propositions 2.2.4, 2.2.6 can be formulated for ~).
The relations & define the operational semantics of our language. We are now ready to use it to define the two computational systems which we study in this paper. DEFINITION 2.2.8. Let SCS be the computational system defined by the 5-tuple (9, g~, Success, ~, T), where
(ii) g~ is CRECzulwj;
The unary action w used in the definition of the experiments can be viewed as representing "report success." So a successful state is one in which the experiments can report success. We have used the notation e-~ to denote (3e' • e-"; e'). Similarly we will use p ¢* to denote (~p' • p ~ p').
The computational system SCS can be summed up by saying that the processes under investigation are all closed terms of the language, any experiment which is definable in the language is allowed and the experimenter is closely coupled to the process being experimented upon. The computations in SCS are those sequences of 1-actions which are allowed by the operational semantics. We need the following convention, not covered by the above definition.
Convention. The computations in Comp(e,p) of length zero are precisely the pairs (e', p') such that e' ×p' ~ ds(e × p) and e' × p' ~,.
This convention is consistent with the definition of sequences of actions, given above.
We let ~i denote the resulting preorders between closed terms. This is extended in the usual way to arbitrary terms by defining t ~i u if tp ~ up for every closed substitutionp. These generate, in the usual way, equivalences which we denote by ~i.
EXAMPLE 1. ap + aq ~i a(p ® q).
Proof. (b) Suppose ap + aq must e. When e,g, the result is obvious. So if e then p must e' and q must e' for every e' such that e & e'. This is sufficient to show that r 2 must e. The converse is similar. EXAMPLE 2. a© + b@ ~2 a© @ b©.
Proof aO + b© must f)w whereas a© @ b© m~st bw. This latter follows since (bw, a@) is an unsuccessful computation of length zero from (/~w, a© ® bO).
The tight coupling operator x, used in the computational system SCS to link the experimenter and process, ensure that both must proceed hand in hand. The process can only perform an action if the experimenter performs an action at the same time. The second computational system ACS allows both the experimenter and process some freedom from each other by coupling them with the loose synchronisation operator I. DEFINITION 2.2.9. Let ACS be the computational system defined by the 5-tuple (9, g, Success, ~, ~), where (i) 3 is CRECz;
(ii) ~ is CREC~ulwl; (iii) Success is {eC ~le~};
So the only difference between ACS and SCS is the use of different coupling operators between experimenters and processes. The convention about computations of length zero, given above for SCS, also applies to ACS. Let r--be the preorders over closed terms generated by ACS. We use ~. to denote the related equivalences, defined in the usual way. Note that ap ~1 alp. For example, alO may dlw whereas a© mgzy dlw. By using I to put the experimenter and process in contact the experimenter loses the ability to notice the passing of 1 moves.
In the next section we define denotational models associated with each of these six preorders.
3. FULLY ABSTRACT MODELS 3.1. DEFINITION 3.1.1. A model I is fully abstract with respect to a relation R if
Fully abstract models are very useful as they identify only those terms which are identified byR. Since ~ always preserves the operators in the signature it follows that if R has a fully abstract model then it also must be preserved by the operators. Unfortunately ~i, ~i are in general not preserved by the operators of our language. EXAMPLE 1. ~ ~1 (~ but a + 12 ~61 a + O since a + O must 6w whereas a + f2 m~st 6w. EXAMPLE 2. aO ~1 a© must dbw whereas b t aO m~st dbw. In fact there are limited number of contexts which are important in the determination of U~. Let t ~+ u if for any a E A, which has no occurrence in t, u, a lt~ia[u. We in fact prove Theorem 3.1.2 for ~+, and as an immediate corollary it is true for ~.
For any relation R over REC z let R c be the relation defined by (t, u) E R c if for every context C[ ], (C[t], C[u]> E R.
We now turn our attention to the asynchronous preorders.
EXAMPLE 3. alO ~ aO but ~b X al© ~1 ab X a@ since db × al© may /~w but c~b X a© mdy bw.
This example shows that ~1 is not preserved by X. However one would not expect preorders which abstract away from time to be preserved by the tight coupling operator X. For this reason we restrict our attention to S, AS -= S/{X}. TO be precise we expect our models to be 22As-Cpos, but not necessarily S-cpos. However we will still have the operator X defined in these models. This will enable us to consider synchronous agents (defined using N) in an asynchronous manner. However ~i is also not preserved by the operator +. EXAMPLE 4. aO ~,~2 laO but b + a© ~2 b + laO. This follows since b + a© must bw whereas b + la© m~st bw.
For convenience we let ~7 denote the relation defined by t ~7 u if for
THEOREM 3.1.3. The relations ~, restricted to RECTA s, have fully abstract models, J~.
As in the synchronous case there are a limited number of interesting contexts. Let t-+ denote the relation t ~/+ u if for any a C A not occurring in t, u, a+t~ia+u.
We prove Theorem 3.1.3 for ~+ in place of ~. Note that ~3v-+ coincides with ~3 (as indeed do ~1-3 and ~+) but for uniformity in i we will continue to use ~i. Also these + contexts are not sufficient to determine the synchronous relations ~. For example, they will never distinguish between a,Q and a©. The models Ji are constructed in such a way that one can easily define an operator X on them, thereby making them ,S-cpos. So every element in REC s can be interpreted in each Ji. From the construction of I;, J~ it will be immediate that
. For every t, uERECz, t ~T u implies t ~i u.
However, in Subsection 4.3 we give a more direct proof of this result for r--+ and E+ ~i ,~i "
In the next section we give an overview of the proofs of Theorems 3.1.2, 3.1.3 which will demonstrate their significance. The actual proofs are detailed in Section 4 which also contains a detailed semantic and syntactic analysis of the preorders I--+ E+ ~i , ~i " 3.2. We first examine the closed finite terms CFRECx ranged over by d. We give a characterisation of I-i+ r-+ when restricted to CFREC z, in ~i, terms of axioms. If J" is a set of axioms let <d denote the least Sprecongruence over REC~ generated byJ~ ¢. So t <du if and only if t < u can be derived using the axioms in d and substitution into operators in 22 In Subsection 4.3 we give a basic set of axioms ~¢~ over the operator set 27. These include the usual axioms for +, X, I from (Hennessy & Milner, 1980; Milner, 1980a) and some new axioms for O. It also inclUdes some axioms reminiscent of those in (De Nicola& Hennessy, 1982) , such as that in Example 1, Section 2.2. ~¢~ is rather large since the operator set S is large and we must consider the interaction of various pairs of operators. It is designed to characterise ~1. Let d2, ~¢3 be obtained from d 1 by adding El, F1, respectively;
So the set of axioms d i characterise ~/+ when restricted to CFREC. A similar result can be obtained for ~i.E + Let ~i be obtained from ~i by adding the axioms
Asr3 x+ lrE l(X+ r).
We use <e~ (in a nonstandard manner) to denote the least 27AS-precongruence over REC z, generated by the set of axioms ~;.
E+ PROPOSITION 3.2.2. (a) t < ~u implies t ~i u,
These two propositions give a complete characterisation of t--+ r-+ when restricted to closed finite terms. There is a relatively standard method method of extending this characterisation to arbitrary terms (infinite terms).
E + E÷ enjoy some This extension relies on the fact that the relations Hi, ~i natural properties. From a computational point of view one would expect the behaviour of an infinite process to be the "limit" of the behaviour of all those finite processes which approximate it. This of course will depend on what is meant by such terms as "behaviour," "finite," "limit," "approximate." In the present case these are simply defined.
Let < be the least Z-precongruence over REC~ generated by the axioms
Let Fin(p) =/dl d < p}. If we think of a term as a finite representation of a tree, obtainable from the term p by unwinding the recursive subterms rec x. t, then Fin(p) is the set of finite trees which approximate it. It is well known that Fin(p) is directed. See, for example, Subsection 3.1 of (Guessarian, 198t) . The terms d are syntactically finite but may not be semantically finite. An example of this situation arises in (Hennessy, 1981) . However in the present case they are semantically finite. Informally the next proposition states that the behaviour of a finite term can be completely determined by a finite number of experiments. 
The next proposition is an attempt at formalising the idea that the behaviour of a term only depends on the behaviour of its finite approximants. These two results are sufficient to show that I-/+, r+ ~i are completely determined by their restrictions to finite terms. We first need some definitions. A relation R over RECz is substitutive whenever (t, u)E R if and only if (tp, up) E R for every closed substitution p.
EXAMPLES. The relations ~i, ~i are substitutive by definition. If I is any algebraic 12-cpo in which every finite element is denotable by a term in RECx let t <1 u if ~(t)<~(u).
Then <i is substitutive. This is not immediate. One direction follows directly from a substitution lemma (see, e.g., (Stoy, 1977) . The essential idea of the converse can be seen in part (b) of Theorem 5.1.2 of (De Nicola & Hennessy, 1982 
The simplest examples of algebraic relations are given by algebraic cpos (Guessarian, 1981) . If I is an algebraic cpo and <i is substitutive then <i is also algebraic. Proof Depends on the two previous propositions. We prove it for ~1 +, the other cases being identical. We use without proof the simple observation I-"+ that t < u implies t I--~ u and t ~i u. 
Proof. In one direction the proof is immediate. Conversely, suppose (d, d') E R ¢~ (d, d') ~ R' for all closed finite terms. Let (p, q) ~ R. Since R' is algebraic to show that (p,q)CR' it is sufficient to show that (d, q) E R' for every d in Fin(p). However (d, q) E R since R is algebraic and so (d, d') E R for some d' C Fin(q). From the hypothesis (d, d') C R' and by the transitivity of R'(d, q) C R'. Thus (p, q) C R'. By symmetry R and R' coincide on closed terms. Since they are substitutive they coincide on all terms. I This result is sufficient to obtain the abstract models. Let I i be the initial L'-cpo which satisfies the axioms ~ and Ji the initial 2~As-CpO which satisfies the axioms ~i. Proof. The relations <Ji' <si are algebraic. We therefore need only apply the previous proposition and Propositions 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 since <ii, <_J~ coincide with <~, <&, respectively, when applied to finite closed terms. | These models, because of their construction, lead automatically to complete (but ineffective) proof systems for r--~ and r-c These proof systems 
PEq
More details may be found in (De Nicola & Hennessy, 1982) , where similar proof systems are proved complete for related models. Indeed such results are quite general; one of the most interesting aspects of initial cpos, generated by a set of axioms is that they have a related proof system. Propositions 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, and 3.2.4 remain without proof. In Subsections 4.1 and 4.2 we give alternate characterisations of ~/+ and r-+ which involve no notion of an experiment. This makes them much easier to deal with mathematically. In Subsection 4.3 we prove Proposition 3.2.1. The completeness is proven using normal forms, as in (De Nicola & Hennessy, 1982) . In Subsection4.4 we repeat this process for the asynchronous case proving Proposition 3.2.2. The remaining propositions are dealt with in Subsection 4.5. This is followed by a short conclusion. Although ~ examines the effect of processes in every context, as mentioned in the previous section, we can limit ourselves to the very simple set of contexts used in the definition of~ +. We give a characterization of I--+ and as pointed out in Subsection 3.1 this will coincide with I-c Let p ~ q if Seq(p) c Seq(q). Let p ~ q if Vs E A *, p + s implies
(i) q+s, (ii) S(s, q) c_ S(s, p), (iii) d(s, q) ~ d(s, p).
These relations are relatively easy to manipulate. For example, the following lemma is straightforward and relegated to Appendix I. 
e(a, e) = dw, e(a, bs) = dw + be(a, s).
Then if a does not occur in p,
P I s ¢> a I P must e(a, s). (A) (ii) Define the experiment e(a, b, s) by: e(a, b, e) = b + dw, e(a, b, es) = dw + (e(a, b, s).

Then if a does not occur in p and p ~ s, b q~ S(s, p) ~=~ a I P must e(a, b, s). (B)
(iii) For finite K ~A define the experiment e(a, K, s) by:
e(a, K, e) = S{bw[ b C K}, e(a, K, bs) = 6w + be(a, K, s).
Then if a does not occur in p, p ~ s, K is of the form (S(s, p)UK')/L and a ~ K then
{L } ~. d(s, p) <* a I P must e(a, K, s). (c)
We are now ready to prove part (b). Suppose p ~+ q and p l s. From (A)
above it follows that q ~ s.
Suppose b C S(s, q). Then from (B) a lq m~st e(a,b,s). Therefore a ] p m~st e(a, b,s), i.e., b C S(s,p). Suppose K J(s, q). We must show that there exists L E d(s, p) such that L __ K. If K ~ d(s, q) then {K} ~ ~(s, q). From (C) {K} ~ d(s, p
) and therefore such an L must exist. Conversely suppose p U~ q. We must show that a I P ~U2 a ] q for an arbitrary a. Since U; is preserved by j it is sufficient to show p must e implies q must e. Let e X q=eo N qo-~el × ql -~ "",
be a computation from e × q. We must show that (i) for some n/> 0, e, 2;;
(ii) q.T implies e k ~ for some k ~< n.
From (1) we know that there exists a sequence of labels s, whose nth element we denote by s, such that Therefore e X p ~ e 1 X pl ~ .... Since p must e there exists an n >~ 0 such that e n ~.
(b) The sequence (1) is finite with ekXqk as final element. Let 
K= S(qk). Then K E d(s(k), q). Therefore ~L E d(s(k), p) such that
L_K. This means that L--S(pk) for some Pk such that e×p~... e k X Pk. Since e k × qk is terminal it follows that e k × Pk is terminal. Since p must e it follows that e k, -~ for some k' ~< k. II
In the sequel we will use E[ and E{ interchangeably. Theorem 4.1.2 shows that we only need very specific kinds of experiments to distinguish between processes. Let ~SPg ~, g-ge be the set of experiments defined by the following schemas: (ii) If we omit dw + bw then p and p + de are identified whereas p g2 p + dc, for p = d
(a + b) + d(b + c) + d(a + c).
However it is not known if the clause aw + bt can be replaced simply by bt in the definition of g-g'. This Corollary is quite interesting. The structure of the terms in g-ge gives a very good idea of the nature of the essential experiments. More importantly all the terms in g-g~ are finite so that two processes which are distinguishable can be distinguished by a finite experiment. 4.2. In this section we repeat Subsection 4.1 for the asynchronous r--+ similar to that preorders ~;.Ec We give an alternate characterisation of ~i given in Theorem 4.1.2 for ~+. Throughout this section we assume that we are working within the computational system ACS.
The characterisation of ~ir-+ is somewhat more subtle than that of ~1--+. Let A' denote A/{1}. The characterisation is almost in terms of sequences over A'. Unfortunately we also need to consider the unary sequence 1. So we let Y denote the set A'* U { 1} and in this section we let s range over elements inY. For a CA let :L denote the relation defined byp=~ q ifp I • &~ • q. 
mS(p) = {a C A' l p 4>}
WSeq(p) = Is C A' * [ p ~ }
e(as) = lw + de(s). e(b, as) = lw + de(b, s). e(K, as) = l w ÷ ae(K, s).
In each of these definitions s ranges over A ' *. We now prove the converse. Suppose r--, r, P ,~2 q. Since ~2 is preserved by + it is sufficient to show that p ~2 q. Suppose p must e. Let el q= e0 I qo ~ ell ql~'",
be a computation from e[q. We must show that (i) for some n ~> 0 e, w, (ii) if qkT then there exists k' ~< k such that e k, ~.
The analysis is similar to that in Theorem 4.1.2 but somewhat more subtle.
From (2) we know that
where either (3) is infinite then we have a corresponding infinite sequence from e jp and we may use the fact that p must e to obtain the required e n such that e,-~.
Otherwise this sequence is finite, i.e., the sequence in (2) is finite. Let K denote S(qk). Then K C W~C (s, q) . Since P ~ q 3L E WJ '(s, p) such that L c K. Since p ~) s this means that e X p has a computation whose terminal element is of the form e' X p', where S(p) = L ~ K and such that every experiment mentioned in the computation is from the sequence e0...e k. Since p must e we can once again find the required e, such that e, ~. II The characterisation of E+ would be more elegant if in the second ~2 condition Y was replaced by A'*. However this is not strong enough since a, la would then satisfy the conditions whereas a ~2 + la. This is true since b + a must bw, b + la mftst bw. Also it is not possible to replace A'* by Y in part one of the characterisation since a + lb r--+ l(a + b) where this pair ~2 would not satisfy the modified criteria. The set f-g~ can be modified slightly to Wg-cY so that we can derive a result analogous to Corollary 4.1.3 for ~/+.
We leave this to the reader.
These two characterisations of the synchronous and asynchronous orders make the following result very straightforward.
COROLLARY 4.2.3. t ~ u implies t ~-u.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove for closed terms and we consider the case i = 2 only. For i = 3 the proof is straighforward and then i = 1 follows automatically. (i) We show q 1) s. It is necessary to show that for any prefix of s, s', q ~s, q, implies q' ~).
(a) We first show q'~. We know that for some s 1 E A*q ~s, q, and I--, when we omit the l's from sl we obtain s. Therefore p ~ s 1. Since p ~2 q, q~sl, i.e.,q'~.
(b) We show that q' has no infinite computations. Since p ? Sl there exists a k>/0 such that 1 ~S (s~lk, p) . Sincep~q, 1 ~S(sll~,q), i.e., q' does not have a computation of length greater than k.
(ii) Suppose aE WS (s,q) . Then for some s~ E A*, as in (i) a E S~ (Sl, q) , Loose Synehronisation. The first axiom for I is adapted from (Milner, 1980a Restriction. (Milner, 1980a) .
Renaming.
Undefined.
need the second one.
Similar for the renaming axioms.
R5 aX[S ] = S(a)(X[S ])
R6 (2(+ Y)[S] =X[S] + Y[S]
R7 (X~) Y)[S] =X[S] + Y[S]
R8 O[S] =0.
The first axiom for O is standard. Unfortunately we also
OXX=XxO=O.
All of the axioms given so far are fairly general. The following which are related to the N1-N4 of (De Nicola & Hennessy, 1982) , are the important ones which help to characterise ~+.
N1 aX+aY=a(XQ Y) N2 aX®aY=a(XQ II) N3 XQ YEX+ Y.
To characterise the orders ~,'~2' ~,'3 we also need
Let ~ be the set of axioms A1-A7, D1-D2, TS1-LS2, RI-R8, /21-,O4, N1-N3. Let ~ be ~ plus E1 and Jg3 be s~ plus F1. Proof See Appendix II. II
We use E i to denote the least S-precongruences generated by the axioms ~. The related congruences are denoted by =t. Since we deal mostly with the case i= 1, we use = to denote =1. We now show that the axioms are complete for finite closed terms. The proof rests on the existence of normal forms.
Let S be a set of subsets of A. We use A(S) to denote {a I ~L C f, a C L}. t is said to be saturated if (i)X, YES implies XU YC S, (ii) X, Y E S, X c_ Z _c y implies Z C S. Note that if S is a finite saturated set of finite sets then A (S) ~ f. (ii) If S is a nonempty saturated set and n(a) denotes an nf for every a CA(f) then Y~ {Z{an(a) la CL}IL ~ S} is an nf We usually use m, n to range over normal forms. If a E S(n) then we use n(a) to denote the normal form used in the definition above. If n is not a wnf (i.e., n~) we let f(n) denote the nonempty saturated set used in part (b)(ii). Proof See Appendix II. l
We now define two orders ~, i = 2, 3 which compare normal forms at the topmost level only. These are then used to recursively define <; on normal forms. Note that n <3 m (resp. n <2 m) implies for all n C S(n) (resp. a E S(m)) m(a) (resp. n(a)) exists. ~¢(as, m) . Once again we apply the fact that n ~U2+ m to obtain a K E J(as, n) such that K ___ L. The result now follows since K E z~C(s, n(a)). (ii) nT then n is O.
~ S(s, m(a)) then b C S(as, m). Since n ~? mb E S(as
It will be convenient to let NF i, i = 1, 2, 3, denote the set of normal forms, strong normal forms, weak normal forms, respectively. 
Proof i=3: d E3 d O O E3 d + .(2, using F1, N3.
It follows using A1 and 121 that d=3d+I2. We may 
S(n) c S(m) and since n <2 m S(m)= S(n). Let ~ denote t(n)/f(m).
Let b E A(JS). Then since S(n)= S(m), b E S(m). So m may be rearranged so that it is of the form (bm(b)
+ p) • q. Then m • bm(b) =1 ((bm(b) + p) ® bm(b)) • q E1 (bm(b) + p + bin(b)) G q using N3 ----i m. m COROLLARY 4.2.8 (Proposition 3.2
.1). ~+ is the least S-precongruence over FRECz generated by the axioms ~.
Proof. Follows from Propositions 4.1.1, 4.3.1 and Lemmas 4.3.6, 4.3.5, and 4.3.7. | 4.4. In this subsection we repeat 4.3 for the asynchronous preorders ~+ We add three axioms to ~ to obtain ~i and show that these are sound complete for finite closed terms. The method of proof is similar to that of 4.3: we define normal forms, show that every term has a normal form, and then prove that ~+ corresponds to a very simple order on normal forms.
We first introduce the extra axioms needed to characterise the asynchronous preorders.
ASY1
1X E X ASY2 aXE a 1X
ASY3 X+ 1Y E a(X+ Y).
Let ~i denote the set of axioms obtained from adding these to ~. Let __El. denote the least 27As-precongruence generated by ~i and -i the associated congruence. The axioms ~i imply the set of axioms A i in (De Nicola & Hennessy, 1982) with 1 playing the role ofv. In that paper we used partial renaming operators in place of the total renaming operators and restriction operators of the present paper. Apart from this anomaly the only axioms in A i which are not in ~'i are
NI' aX + aY=a(1X + 1Y)
N3' aX + I(aY + Z)= l(aY + aY + Z).
These can be derived in the following manner: E X using E 1.
In a similar fashion we can derive vX E rig + rY, which is added to A 1 to obtain A3, from ~'3. Some of the rules derived in (De Nicola & Hennessy, 1982 ) from Ai will be useful particularly in Appendix II. The following derived rule, relating 1 and @ will also be useful.
DER1 ~{1X, ll<~i<~n}E_ ~ {Xill<~i<~n }.
We leave the reader to check that this can be derived in ~'~1" Proof. See Appendix II. |
We now turn attention to normal forms.
aX + l(aY + Z)= l(aX + aY + Z) + l(aY + Z) ASY3' = I(I(aX+aY+Z) + I(aY+Z)) ASY1,ASY2, NI' E_ I((aX + aY + Z) + (aY + Z)) ASY1 = I(aX+aY+Z).
Conversely, l(aX+ aY + Z)= l((aX+ aY + Z)® (aX + aY + Z)) = I((aX+Z)@ (aY+Z)) N2 = I(aX+Z)+ I(aY+Z) Ul E aX+Z+ I(aY+Z) ASY1
A 2 is obtained from A 1 by adding the axiom rX+ rYE X. This is derivable is an anf if S is saturated--A type,
We use the notation S(n) as with normal forms. If n is of C type then _~ (n), f2(n) have their obvious meanings but we use L.P to denote _~ U ~. Note also that n~ if and only ifn ~). Proof See Appendix II. II As with normal forms we define two orders <i, i = 2, 3 on anfs and the associated recursively defined orders <i. By convention <1, <1 will denote the conjunction of <2 with <3, <2 with <3, respectively. = 1XQ 1Y, 4.5. In this subsection we prove the results necessary to extend the finite case to the infinite case. The proofs will be given in outline only but the reader should be able to fill in the details. Again there are numerous cases according to the types of n, m. We examine one. The remainder are similar. Suppose n is of type C and m is of type B. Then n may be written as
~1 m ® ~ {am(a) l a ~ K},
We may now proceed as in the synchronous case. | The proof of Proposition 3.2.4 is similar to the proof of the corresponding proposition in (De Nicola & Hennessy, 1982) . Let E[ (El), be the least Y] (~As)-precongruence which contains E i (~i) and <. . So we may assume p(~ and therefore that p is ahnf. We may also assume that e ~. Consider the computation tree from p I e such that if P' I e' labels a node and e' ~ then it is a leaf. Now since p must e, we can assume by K6nigs lemma that this computation tree is finite and we use induction on its size. There are a number of cases depending on the form of 5.
the ahnfp and whether or not e =~. We assume e When this is not true the arguments (i)-(iii) below are easily modified. L2c Lt l L f}.
The analysis is a combination of the previous two cases, l
CONCLUSION
The main aim of this paper has been to show that the semantic equivalence between processes originally defined in (De Nicola & Hennessy, 1982) could be used to distinguish between synchronous and asynchronous behaviour. We have demonstrated that within the general framework of computational systems processes can be viewed both in a synchronous and an asynchronous manner. These two different views lead to different types of equivalences and we have shown that when applied to a particular language fully abstract models for each of these equivalences can be constructed. Moreover the asynchronous models can be obtained from the synchronous models by a suitable morphism. As in (De Nicola & Hennessy, 1982 ) the models are obtained via sets of equations in such a way that we obtain complete proof systems for the semantic equivalences.
If the language is restricted to that used in (De Nicola & Hennessy, 1982 ) then the models obtained in that paper coincide with the asynchronous models. This can be seen by examining the sets of equations which generate the models. As stated in the introduction our view of the distinction between synchronous and asynchronous behaviour differs considerably from the viewpoint in (Milner, 1980b; 1983) . In these papers asynchrony is a property which processes may or may not possess; here asynchrony refers to the kinds of experiments that one is allowed to perform on processes, i.e., refers to a type of interface between processes. In a different context, that of event structures, Winskel (1982) has also investigated the behaviour of synchronous and asynchronous behaviours.
Most of the other papers published recently on models of concurrency, such as (Darondeau, 1982; Hoare, 1981; Hoare etal., 1981; Kennaway & Hoare, 1980; Milner, 1980a; Rounds & Brookes, 1981) have been attempts at describing asynchronous behaviour. The models based on some notion of bisimulation, such as (Hennessy & Plotkin, 1980; Hennessy & Milner, 1980; Milner, 1980a Milner, , 1980b Milner, , 1983 Winskel, 1982) tend to make many more distinctions between processes than we do. There is a close relationship between ~2, in the present paper, and the models in (Darondeau, 1982; Hoare, 1981; Hoare etal., 1981; Kennaway & Hoare, 1980; Kennaway, 1981; Rounds & Brookes, 1981) . This has been discussed in some detail in (De Nicola& Hennessy, 1982) . By and large these models either do not contain "partial objects" or else treat them in a manner quite different than us. Moreover the relationship between these models and the operational behaviour has not been investigated. However many aspects of this relationship may be inferred from our work. The language MEIJE (Austry & Boudol, in press) is quite similar in spirit to ours, even if the primitive operators are radically different. The semantics of the language, however, is based on (Milner, 1983 ). Nevertheless we feel that the semantic equivalences given in this paper could also be applied to MEIJE.
APPENDIX I
Proof of Lemma 4.1.1. We leave the case i = 3 to the reader and concentrate on i = 2. The case i = 1 follows automatically. (ii) Suppose a E S (s, q [ r) . Then there exist sequences sl, s 2 such that q Lt q,, rL~ r' and a E S(r'), or a = al'a2 with al C S(q'), a2 E S(r').
We examine the first case, the others being similar. Now Sl is a subsequence of s and therefore q~s 1. It follows that aES(sl,p), i.e., pL~p,_~.
Therefore we can recombine this derivation with the derivation r L~ r' to obtain P lrA P' I r' -~.
(iii) Suppose K C zC'(b, q I r). Then as in (ii) there exist sequences Sl, s2, such that q L~ q,, rL~ r', and q"E ds(q'), r"@ ds(r'), such that K = S(q")W S(r")U {a • b la C S(q"), b E S(r")}. Once again pL~ p, such that (ii) Suppose a E S(s, q ~ E). Then every element in s is in E and a C S(s, q). Therefore a E S(s, p), since p U~ q, and it follows that a C
S(p") ~ S(q"), for some p" E ds(p'). The required L E zg'(s, p[ r) is then
S(p")W S(r")kJ {a . b la E S(p"), b E S(r")}.
S(s, p r E).
(iii) Suppose K @ S(s, q ~ E). Then again every element of s is in E and we may proceed as in (ii).
The remaining operators are similar, l Proof of Lemma 4.2.1. Again we concentrate on the case i = 2 and leave the case i = 3 for the reader.
(a) p ~ q implies p + r ~ q + r. Suppose (p + r) ~) s, s E A'*.
(i) Then p 1) s and r ~) s. Since p ~ q, q~) and therefore (q + r) ~ s.
(ii) Suppose a C WS (s, q + r) . Then a E WS(s, q) or a ~ WS (s, r) and we may proceed as usual.
(iii) Suppose K C W~#(s, q + r), s C ~9 ¢. If s ~ e then K ~ W~C (s, q) or K E W~c'(s, r) and we may proceed as in Lemma 4.1.1. So suppose s is e.
Then there are three possibilities: KE Ws~¢'(1, q), KE W~¢'(1, r), or K= S(q' + r'), q ' + r' ~ ds(q + r) . In the first case, since p ~; q, there exists an L~ Wd(1, p) such that L cK and the result follows since L E Wd(e, p + r). The second case is trivial. In the third case we know that
then L' @ Wd(e, p + r) and the required L is L'. Otherwise the required L is L' U S(r').
(b) p ~; q implies P l r ~; q I r. Suppose p I r g s, s ~ A'*.
(i) To show that q ] r ~) s it is sufficient to show that q I r =>" q' I r', s' a prefix of s, implies q' I r' ~). We first show that if q' I r' -~ q" I r" then q"lr"~. We know that there exists sequences sl, s2 such that q=~,q", r =>~ r', and sl, s2 can be combined to form s'. Since (p J r) l) s', it follows that p ~) s I and r ~) s 2. Therefore q ~ s~ and (q" I r")~. We next show that q'lr' has no infinite derivations. Suppose on the contrary that it had. Then there exists an infinite sequence of moves s~, from q' and an infinite sequence of moves, s 2 from r', such that s~, s 2 can be combined to form a derivation. Since p ~ q we can find an infinite sequence of moves from p and a corresponding infinite sequence of moves from r which combine to form an infinite derivation from p lr. This contradicts the hypothesis that plr?s.
(ii) and (iii) are similar to the corresponding part of Lemma 4.1.1.
(c) E, E
P ~z q implies p @ r ~2 q Q r. Suppose p @ r ? s. The proof that q~) r ~s follows the lines of the proof in (a). We leave the proof of condition (ii) to the reader. Now suppose that K C WJ (s, q ® r) . Then '(s, lp) .
ASY2: See Example 3 Subsection 2.2.
ASY3:
The analysis is similar to that of ASY1, noting that WJ(1, l(p + q))___ Wd(1, p + lq). II In order to derive normal forms we need some derived axioms or theorems. In the following derivations we will often implicitly use A l-A7: This derived rule N2' is important for producing normal forms. It plays a role similar to that of N3 in (De Nicola & Hennessy, 1982) . In a preliminary version of this paper it was given as a primitive axiom. We also used D2(a) and D2(b) in place of D2. In fact (as various people have pointed out) the latter is interderivable with the pair D2(a), D2(b). (i) d~. We show that d can be reduced to an awnf. If n is a wnf then we can apply part (a). Otherwise 1 E A(f(n)) and n(1)fL By induction n(1) has an awnf. This is of the form £2 + w. Using the derived rule l(£2+X)=£2+X
Proof of Proposition
we can replace In(l) by 12+w. Therefore d may be reduced to a term of the form £2 + d' and we may apply part (a).
(ii) We may now assume dO. We prove by induction on d that d has an anf which is not an awnf. So 
